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ABSTRACT

Viroids are the smallest replicative pathogens, consisting of RNA circles (∼300 nucleotides) that require host machinery to
replicate. Structural RNA elements recruit these host factors. Currently, many of these structural elements and the nature
of their interactions are unknown. All Pospiviroidae have homology in the central conserved region (CCR). The CCR of po-
tato spindle tuber viroid (PSTVd) contains a sarcin/ricin domain (SRD), the only viroid structural element with an unequiv-
ocal replication role. We assumed that every member of this family uses this region to recruit host factors, and that each
CCR has an SRD-like asymmetric loop within it. Potential SRD or SRD-like motifs were sought in the CCR of each
Pospiviroidae member as follows. Motif location in each CCR was predicted with MUSCLE alignment and Vienna
RNAfold. Viroid-specific models of SRD-like motifs were built by superimposing noncanonical base pairs and nucleotides
on a model of an SRD. The RNA geometry search engine FR3D was then used to find nucleotide groups close to the ge-
ometry suggested by this superimposition. Atomic resolution structures were assembled using the molecular visualization
program Chimera, and the stability of each motif was assessed with molecular dynamics (MD). Some models required a
protonated cytosine. To be stable within a cell, the pKa of that cytosine must be shifted up. Constant pH-replica exchange
MD analysis showed such a shift in the proposed structures. These data show that every Pospiviroidaemember could form
a motif that resembles an SRD in its CCR, and imply there could be undiscovered mimics of other RNA domains.

Keywords: molecular dynamics; RNA domains; RNA dynamics; RNA mimicry; sarcin/ricin domain; constant pH replica
exchange molecular dynamics; Loop E RNA; S-turn

INTRODUCTION

A critical conundrum in molecular biology today is the dis-
parity between the central role of protein-encoding mRNA
in the central dogma (Crick 1970) whilemRNAonly encom-
passes ∼2% of the human genome. Meanwhile, it was dis-
covered that up to 90% of that genome is transcribed
(ENCODE Project Consortium 2007; Mattick 2009). We
nowknow thatmanyof these noncodingRNAs (ncRNAs) af-
fect phenotype through regulatory, structural, catalytic,
and trafficking roles in the cell. New classes and functions
of RNA are being discovered as biochemical knowledge

and techniques progress (Dozmorov et al. 2013; Cech
and Steitz 2014).
The function of an RNA is linked to its structure. RNA

structure can be dissected into motifs, which are con-
served three-dimensional arrangements of nucleotides.
These include standard A-form RNA but also embrace a
vast catalog of nucleotide arrangements featuring nonca-
nonical base pairs (ncbp), nucleotide interactions where
the hydrogen bonding occurs between atoms in addition
to those on the traditional “Watson–Crick” edges of the
bases (Fig. 1A; Leontis and Westhof 2001; Leontis et al.
2002; Stombaugh et al. 2009). This work has shown that
motifs share geometry rather than sequence. Just as any
canonical base pair may fit in an A-form helix, many nonca-
nonical pairings are isosteric and can substitute for one an-
other (Moore 1999; Hendrix et al. 2005). Examples of such
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geometric forms include kink-turns (Klein et al. 2001), A-
minor loops (Nissen et al. 2001), and sarcin/ricin domains
(SRD) (Branch et al. 1985; Correll et al. 1999). Such motifs
act as recognition points and structural scaffolds for inter-
molecular interactions including RNA–protein, RNA–RNA,
and RNA–small molecule interactions (Hermann and Patel
2000). They also serve as architectural and dynamic ele-
ments bending RNA or creating hinges (Klein et al. 2001;
Mohan and Noller 2017).

One of the first ncRNAs studied was potato spindle tu-
ber viroid (PSTVd; viroid abbreviations are listed sepa-
rately in the legend to Fig. 2; Riesner et al. 1979). Viroids
are small circular RNAs that infect plants, including eco-
nomically important crops (Katsarou et al. 2015). There
are 32 species of viroids classified as of 2014, four of
them belong to the Avsunviroidae family, and 28 species,
including PSTVd, belong in the Pospiviroidae family (Fig.
2; Di Serio et al. 2014). The 28 species in the Pospiviroidae
family, along with their standard abbreviations are provid-
ed in Figure 2. Viroids are classified as infectious long non-
coding RNAs (lncRNA), a class of RNAs tied to regulation of
cell processes including gene modulation, development,

and even viral infection and cancer
(Mercer et al. 2009; Ponting et al.
2009; Chenet al. 2018). Someof these
functions have been linked to con-
served motifs; however, the exact
mechanism of these lncRNAs are still
being determined (Kung et al. 2013;
Johnsson et al. 2014) while viroid
structural–functional relationships are
better understood. Thus, viroids serve
as excellent models for the study of
RNA structural elements and how
they determine function inside of
the cell.
Unlike viruses, viroids do not have a

capsid, nor do they encode proteins
(Diener and Raymer 1967). Therefore,
viroids must hijack host cell mecha-
nisms to replicate. Viroids belonging
in the Pospiviroidae family replicate
via an asymmetric rolling circle. The
infecting (+)strand circle directs the
synthesis of a multigenome linear (−)
strand, which in turn directs the
synthesis of multigenome linear (+)
strands. These (+)strand multimers
are cut by a host endonuclease to cre-
atemonomers that are ligated into cir-
cles by a host ligase. Viroids perform
this processing using multiple RNA
structural elements to recruit and di-
rect host proteins (Zhong et al. 2008).
One of these motifs is the SRD (also

known as Loop E in this context) of the central conserved
region (CCR) in PSTVd, which plays a significant role in
the ligation step as determined by mutational analysis
and in vitro RNA processing assays (Semancik et al. 1993;
Baumstark et al. 1997; Zhong et al. 2006).

The processing endonuclease does not cleave mono-
meric circles. It is thought that the viroid CCR is a con-
text-driven RNA switch. In the case of a multigenomic
strand, an RNA sequence longer than the monomer
folds into a structure that the endonuclease recognizes
(Baumstark et al. 1997; Gas et al. 2007). This may be a
metastable structure that will rearrange to a different na-
tive state. That structure targeted by the endonuclease
cannot form in a monomeric circle because the repeated
sequences are not present. After the endonuclease acts,
removing the duplicated sequences, the RNA folds into
an alternative ligation-supporting structure.

The CCR of PSTVd includes the loop E SRD. In the pos-
tulated RNA switch, the two strands of the SRD are separat-
ed in the endonuclease-substrate fold. The rearrangement
triggered by cleavage brings the SRD strands together as
part of a structure that directs the ligase. The RNA of the

B

C

A

FIGURE 1. (A) The Westhof–Leontis (Leontis and Westhof 2001) nomenclature for ncbps in
RNA is demonstrated using the triplet from a standard sarcin/ricin domain (SRD). (B) The
S- and H-strands of the SRD in the 5S RNA of H. marismortui [PDBid 1S72, (Klein et al.
2004)]. The backbone is depicted using pseudobonds connecting the phosphorus (gold circle)
andC4′ of each nucleotide. Depth cueing shows theH-strand is behind the S-strand. The bases
in the triplet have been labeled. The levels described in part C are given to the left. (C ) The 5S
SRD of PDBid 1S72 has been labeled with the proposed SRD-like numbering system. The
backbone paths of the S-strands meander and the H-strands are traced in red. N indicates
any base; the double horizontal lines indicate any canonical or wobbled pairing. The nucleo-
tides with the patterned background are optional extensions of the SRD-like domain. The dou-
ble question marks indicate an unspecified noncanonical pairing.
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CCRmust have kinetic access to each of two possible folds,
hence these folds aremetastable, and they have similar en-
ergies. If the ligation conformation (SRD) is too stable, the
RNA will switch before the endonuclease acts, causing ab-
errant circles. If the ligation conformation has insufficient
stability, the RNA may be degraded at the new ends be-
fore they can be ligated (Friday et al. 2017).
While all members of the Pospiviroidae family use the

asymmetric rolling circle pathway, not all members of the
family have a recognized SRD near their ligation site, cast-
ing doubt on its role in processing (Ding 2010; Giguère
and Perreault 2017). Figure 2 shows the currently accepted
phylogenetic tree of viroids (Di Serio et al. 2014). Most of
the members of Pospiviroids and Cocadviroids have a rec-

ognized SRD. For members of the Apscaviroids, there is a
recognizable upper block for the SRD, but the sequence
where the lower block should reside has only a single
ncbp. For some other viroids such as the Coleviroids
(CbVd) and hop stunt viroid (HSVd), neither a top nor
bottom block is discernable. In this paper, we show that
upon more careful investigation of Pospiviroidae CCR se-
quences, we find that every viroid of this family has the po-
tential to fold into an SRD-like domain. This supports
models that propose an SRD motif is critical in replication,
e.g. ligation.
Here we provide a brief description of the SRD domain

and a numbering system that simplifies comparisons be-
tween species. More details may be found in the first sec-
tion of Materials and Methods. We have adopted the 5S
rRNA SRD (PDB 1S72) as standard for the domain (Fig.
1B,C). It has four ncbps and a base triplet. The overall
structure has a strand whose backbone describes an S-
turn (the S-strand, Fig. 1B,C), the other strand follows a
more normal helical path (the H-strand). The base triplet
sets the core. It has a “U∼A handle” (Jaeger et al. 2009)
that interacts with an extrahelical G. In our standard view,
there is one ncbp above the triplet and three ncbps below
it. The numbering system (Fig. 1C) is based on levels and
strands and simplifies descriptions of base and geometry
substitutions as well as insertions and deletions. The triplet
is level 0, ncbps above it get positive numbers while those
below get negative numbers. The S-turn strand gets an
“S” and is numbered 5′–3′. The helical strand gets an
“H” and is numbered 3′–5′. The numbers get a prime to
emphasize this reversed numbering. The extrahelical nu-
cleotide of the S-strand gets an “X” designation. The num-
bering resets at the boundary to A-form RNA. The S-strand
nucleotide in the first canonical base pair above the
domain is [1SA], while the H-strand nucleotide in the first
canonical pair below the domain is [–1′HA].
Despite decades of research on viroids, knowledge

about the three-dimensional structure of their RNA ele-
ments and the roles they have in viroid replication is incom-
plete. Some of the functional elements in PSTVd have
been modeled, including the SRD [also called Loop E]
(Zhong et al. 2006), loop 6 (Takeda et al. 2011), and the
right terminal domain (Steger 2017). Progress is being
made on several fronts in the elucidation of RNA structure
and dynamics: combining chemical probe susceptibilities
with structure comparison and prediction data (Tian et al.
2014; Giguère and Perreault 2017), cryo-electron micros-
copy (Haselbach et al. 2018), molecular dynamics (MD)
(Smith et al. 2017; Šponer et al. 2018), and combinations
of these approaches (Zhang et al. 2018), have all made im-
portant progress. MD is very useful in describing the dy-
namics of macromolecules. It has already been used to
characterize the dynamics of SRD domains (Spackova
and Šponer 2006; Spasic et al. 2018). Furthermore, the
SRD has been used as a benchmark to test the quality

FIGURE 2. Taxonomy of Pospiviroidae (Di Serio et al. 2014) color
coded by SRD-like internal loop sequence. Horizontal spacing does
not correlate to precise evolutionary distance. ADFVd, Apple dimple
fruit viroid; ASSVd, Apple scar skin viroid; AGVd, Australian grapevine
viroid; CSVd, Chrysanthemum stunt viroid; CBCVd, Citrus bark crack-
ing viroid; CBLVd, Citrus bent leaf viroid; CDVd, Citrus dwarfing vi-
roid; CVd-V, Citrus viroid V; CVd-VI, Citrus viroid VI; CEVd, Citrus
exocortis viroid; CCCVd, Coconut cadang-cadang viroid; CTiVd,
Coconut tinangaja viroid; CbVd1, Coleus blumei viroid 1; CbVd2,
Coleus blumei viroid 2; CbVd3, Coleus blumei viroid 3; CLVd,
Columnea latent viroid; GYSVd-1, Grapevine yellow speckle viroid
1, GYSVd-2, Grapevine yellow speckle viroid 2; HLVd, Hop latent vi-
roid; HSVd, Hop stunt viroid; IrVd Iresine viroid 1; MPVd, Mexican
papita viroid; PBCVd, Pear blister canker viroid; PCFVd, Pepper chat
fruit viroid; PSTVd, Potato spindle tuber viroid; TASVd, Tomato apical
stunt viroid; TCDVd, Tomato chlorotic dwarf viroid; TPMVd, Tomato
planta macho viroid.
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of force fields for MD (Havrila et al. 2013; Šponer et al.
2018).

We used “structure gazing” (Woods and Laederach
2017) and computer-assisted RNA structure searching
FR3D (Sarver et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2017) to manually as-
semble models in which the nucleotides of candidate se-
quences adopt a structure with a backbone shape similar
to an SRD. Thesemodels were refined and evaluated using
MD. In searching for isosteres, we have tried to expand the
candidate pool by considering nucleotides with syn glyco-
sidic bonds (Sokoloski et al. 2011) and protonated nucleo-
bases. Here we present candidate structures for each of
the 28 members of the Pospiviroidae family, a strong indi-
cation that an SRD-like structure is universally required for
viroid RNA processing.

The proposed structures are in a portion of the CCR that
is postulated to be pleomorphic. Considering the fact that
the same sequence of RNA, even when it is not a part of a
switch, can assume different conformations (López-
Carrasco and Flores 2017; Rangadurai et al. 2018), we ac-
knowledge that these are only possible conformations that
these sequences can adopt, either transiently or as their
native state. We present considerable detail for our mod-
els in order to illustrate the chemical consistency of these
structures. The actual structures, once determined, will
certainly show many differences.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It is known that SRDs occur in many members of the
Pospiviroidae family, the SRD has demonstrated function
in processing (Baumstark et al. 1997; Zhong et al. 2006;
Eiras et al. 2007) of PSTVd, all Pospiviroidae have a CCR,
and that all Pospiviroidae follow the same replication path-
way. Therefore, we postulate that there is a conserved
structural element resembling an SRD in the CCR of all vi-
roids of this family. In order to test this hypothesis, se-
quences in the CCR of each of the Pospiviroidae were
superimposed on an SRD, and the resulting models were
tested for stability using MD. The standard minimal SRD
we chose was the SRD 5S rRNA of the H. marismortui, nu-
cleotides 76–80 and 102–105 (Fig. 1B; Klein et al. 2004).

Establishing the internal loops to model

The 28 Pospiviroidae viroids were aligned around their up-
per and lower CCR strands (UCCR and LCCR, respectively).
Segments corresponding to PSTVd’s UCCR nt 80–110 and
LCCR nt 248–282 were used. These were paired by com-
plementarity and joined to sequences to make left and
right G-C-rich hairpins to fix the strand register, creating a
virtual set of RNA minicircles (Schrader et al. 2003;
Supplemental Fig. S1). In the case of HSVd-likeminicircles,
wechoseprobable locations for anSRD-likemotif basedon
the known cleavage site of HSVd, apple scar skin viroid

(ASSVd), and citrus exocortis viroid (CEVd) (Gas et al.
2007), the length of the internal loops of the PSTVd-like
minicircles, sequence identity between HSVd and colum-
nea latent viroid (CLVd), and partial sequence conservation
with a sequence that is identical in all three Coleviroids.
Two versions of the HSVd-like internal loop were seen,
one for both HSVd and CLVd, and one for CbVd.

The secondary structure of each viroid minicircle was an-
alyzed with RNAfold (Hofacker and Stadler 2006). Each
folded minicircle had an internal loop in roughly the same
location. The internal loop for PSTVd corresponded to
thepreviously recognized loopE (Branchet al. 1985), which
is an SRD variant. Ding’s laboratory modeled this domain
by making mutations with properties consistent with base
pair isostericities (Zhong et al. 2006). In the case of the
HSVd-like regions, RNAfold created two or four canonical
base pairs in these regions. However, SHAPE mapping in-
dicates that these viroids have either single-stranded RNA
or ncbps at thesepositions (Giguèreet al. 2014). Hence, we
assume that thesebasesparticipate in ncbps rather than ca-
nonical pairs and designate the whole region as an internal
loop.

In all, 11 different internal loops occurred in this section
of the CCR in the 28 Pospiviroidae minicircles. The se-
quences are reported in Supplemental Figure S1 in
Supplemental information and Table Construction of the
Supplemental Information. Figure 2 color codes viroids ac-
cording to internal loop sequence. These internal loops fall
into two groups, PSTVd-like (nine sequences: 23 viroids)
and HSVd-like (two sequences: HSVd and CLVd and the
Coleviroids).

With the exception of CLVd, all of the Pospiviroids and
Cocadviroids have a CCR consistent with the known se-
quence variants of the SRD. In the model for PSTVd pro-
posed by Ding’s laboratory, the top block has the
standard capping A tHS G (PSTVd model A[1S] and G
[1′H]) and a C∼U∼A base triplet (C[0X], U[0S], and A[0′H])
instead of a G∼U∼A triplet (Zhong et al. 2006). In the bot-
tom block, the A tHA at the –1 level is conserved. U replac-
es G in the –2S position, a substitution recognized as near
isosteric (Leontis et al. 2002), and an extra ncbp occurs at
the bottom (Fig. 3A, left). Other viroids in this group have
sequence variations that are also isosteric or near isosteric
with the standard SRD. For example, CEVd, has the same
sequence as PSTVd for the helical strand. In the S-strand,
position –2S is G, the same as the standard SRD, and –S3
is A, which can make a wobble cWW pair with C.

For the Apscaviroids, their internal loop sequences sup-
port a top block of an SRD, but the ncbps that would form
in the bottom block are not recognized as isosteric with
those in PSTVd. The CCRs of CbVd, HSVd, and CLVd, do
not have sequences discernable as either the top or bot-
tom block of an SRD. We will show that all of these loops
can, in theory, be folded into structural motifs that resem-
ble the SRD.
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Proposed three-dimensional models for the
internal loops

Possible three-dimensional structures for all 11 internal
loops were produced by superimposing each loop se-
quence onto the standard SRD. The RNA structure search
engine FR3D (Sarver et al. 2008) was used to find base pairs
or triplets with the base identity of the viroid and the inter-
action geometry of the standard SRD. Where possible,
base pairs with neighbors resembling the geometry of
theneighbors in SRDwereused. Forexample, in producing
a model for the SRD-like loop in HSVd, an additional tHS
ncbp is needed in the top block. This was modeled after
pair G78 tHSA99 in the 28S rRNA of PDB 1S72, which tran-
sitions from a tHS ncbp to A-form RNA. In some cases, the

desired pair was not found; in those instances, a related
base pair was used and one or both bases replaced to
match the required sequence. Figure 3A describes the
source for modeling the SRD-like domains of PSTVd and
HSVd. This information for all 11 models is given in Table
Constructs. Some noteworthy changes are also described
below in the description of each of the 11 SRD-like motifs.
The motifs were assembled using the molecular visuali-

zation andmanipulation program Chimera (Pettersen et al.
2004). Bond angles of the phosphate and C5′ atoms were
modified manually to approximate proper chemical di-
mensions and reduce clashes. The resulting models may
be viewed at https://sites.google.com/usciences.edu/
westcenter/databases described in the Supplemental
Information.

A B

C

FIGURE3. Proposed structures for the SRD in PSTVd andmSRD in HSVd. (A) Sequence of the internal loops from PSTVd andHSVd and the sourc-
es (PDBid) for the ncbp structures used in the production of the models. (B) A comparison of the U-A handles from the SRD of PSTVd and the C+
tWWCsyn ncbp of the triplet in the mSRD of HSVd. The top pair shows an idealized structure with explicit hydrogen bonding. Below that are the
pairs from the triplets shown in part C. (C ) Structures of the centroids from the major cluster for PSTVd and HSVd. The top middle shows a P-C4′

backbone of four groups: two SRD (PSTVd and ASSVd) and two mSRD (CbVd and HSVd). The phosphorus and C4′ atoms from the core of each
domain fitted to the PSTVd backbone (H and S levels –2, –1, 0, and 1). The bottom center shows the PSTVd and HSVd SRD-like domains from the
same point of view as the backbone structure above. Level is given between the two structures. Each noncanonical nucleotide pair or triplet is
shown on the outside. The nucleotide labels follow the view in the inset, not the order in part A. Note that the triplet from PSTVd is in two ovals
connected by a line. The symbol for the interaction of the C with the U-A handle is faded to indicate that this interaction is not maintained.
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MD results

These structures were simulated in the MD package
AMBER14 (Case et al. 2005, 2014). They were surrounded
by sufficient K+ ions for neutralization and explicit water.
Models were then minimized and equilibrated. During
the initial equilibration restraints bound desired ncbps
and base-phosphate interactions. These restraints were di-
minished and removed by the end of equilibration.
Production runs were performed at constant volume at
300 K. The first 100 psec or more of the initial production
run were not used in analyses.

In some cases, the models were not stable and required
manual intervention. Because our RNA models use short
chains with no loops, fraying of ends could allow the
end residues to interact with the noncanonical bases.
These interactions were minimized by changing the iden-
tity of the terminal bases, extending the stem by one
base pair, or in the case of citrus bark cracking viroid
(CBCVd) the terminal restraint was increased (see
Table_for_SRD-Like_Constructs.xlsx in the Supplemental
Material). Finding a stable state for the HSVd and CbVd in-
ternal loops required important substantive changes: The
central cytosine was protonated (C+) and the base of its
partner cytosine was rotated to a syn glycosidic bond, cre-
ating a pair similar to that seen in the i-motif or i-wire
(Guéron and Leroy 2000). With these changes, we were
able to find stable SRD or SRD-like structures in the CCR
of every member of the Pospiviroidae family. None of the
changes made altered the classification of these structures
as PSTVd-likeorHSVd-like, nor did any call for the introduc-
tion of another category. All of the PSTVd-like internal
loops could make an SRD following the geometry pro-
posed by Zhong et al. (2006). The HSVd-like internal loops
couldmake an SRD-like domain with an S-turn strand and a
helical strand, but with significantly different nucleoside in-
teraction geometries (Fig. 3). We propose calling this an
mSRD formimic of an SRD. This domain has a central triplet
based on aC+ tWWCsyn pair that has a glycosidic bondge-
ometry resembling the U∼A handle (Fig. 3B). The sugar (S)
edge of guanine is adjacent to the Hoogsteen (H) edge of
the protonated cytosine; however, they share no hydrogen
bonds. The Watson–Crick (W) edge of this guanine does
hydrogen bond to the phosphate of the unprotonated cy-
tosine. The top block of themSRD is completed with two A
tHS G or G tHSG ncbps. The bottom block has a tWWpair
under the triplet and one tWH ncbps transitioning to A-
form RNA (Fig. 3A, right).

In each of our models, the top ncbp that makes the tran-
sition to A-form RNA is an A tHS G. In contrast, the triplet
and the lower block are more variable, both in terms of the
types of interactions creating the ncbps and in the number
of ncbps. The triplet of the PSTVd-like domains is immedi-
ately below the top ncbp as in the 5S rRNA SRD. However,
the extrahelical C does not interact strongly with the U∼A

handle; the domain adjusts to compensate for the loss of
stacking with the extrahelical G of the standard SRD. The
HSVd-triplet has an extra ncbp above it and is unrelated
to the 5S rRNA triplet. It is discussed below. The lower
block of both the PSTVd- and HSVd-like domains have a
variable number of ncbps. Despite this, the extent of the
S-turn is the same in every model. The bottom end of
the S-turn [–2 and below] can accommodate canonical,
wobbled cWW pairs, or other similar geometries.

Frames from500 nsecMD trajectories for the each of the
11 models were analyzed by hierarchical agglomerative
clustering using CPPTRAJ (Roe and Cheatham 2013) of
AMBER (Case et al. 2014), and the outcome is presented
in Table 1. The analysis divides a model’s trajectory into
clusters with similar conformations using a bottom-up ap-
proach. The 11 tables present data for all clusters repre-
senting 1% or more of the frames in a trajectory. The
mean RMSD for each cluster (AvgDist) is given as well as
the mean RMSD between clusters (AvgCDist). In each
case, clusters have amean RMSDof 0.8–1.3 Å, and clusters
differed from one another by RMSD values of 1.2–2.3 Å.
The number of clusters needed to include 90% of the
frames is given above each viroid cluster table. All these
measures indicate stable structures.

Constant pHMD supports a triplet with a protonated
cytosine

N3 of cytosine is a weak base with an intrinsic pKa of 4.2 in
water (Thaplyal and Bevilacqua 2014), almost 3 units below
neutral pH. Thus, normal cytosine is not detectably proton-
ated in the cytosol of a plant cell. However, the pKa of a
residue within a biological macromolecule can shift con-
siderably in response to its microenvironment. Charges,
hydrogen bonding, hydration, and other factors in the sur-
roundings that favor either the conjugate acid or base over
the other will perturb the pKa. Such perturbations have
been documented experimentally (Isom et al. 2011) and
reproduced computationally in both proteins and nucleic
acids (Chen et al. 2017). Shifts greater than five pH units
have been observed (Isom et al. 2011).

Constant pH Replica Exchange MD (pH-REMD) (Swails
et al. 2014) was used to predict pKa’s of cytosines in our
RNA models. In this method, the MD program generates
a master trajectory as well as replicas that have the proton-
ated and unprotonated states at different pH values. At
regular intervals, the free energies of the master trajectory
and one of the replicas are weighted by the chemical po-
tential of H+ (pH) and compared.

A Metropolis Monte Carlo criterion decides which state
will be continued in the master trajectory. The pH weight-
ing potential that makes the two protonation states equal
in internal energy gives the pKa. Similar results were ob-
tained with constant pH MD (Mongan et al. 2004) which
uses only two trajectories for exchange (data not shown).
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Figure 4 presents the frequency of acceptance of the
protonated and unprotonated states at set pH values dur-
ing a constant pH-REMD MD run. A control calculation on
the trinucleotide UpCpU gave a pKa of 4.2 (Fig. 4A), con-
firming the calibration of the system. When applied to
the HSVd mSRD, pKa’s of 9.8 and < 3 were obtained for
the [0S] and [0′H] cytosines respectively (Fig. 4B). These
values support the MD run with a protonated C+ [0S]
and an unprotonated C[0′H]. A similar analysis of the
mSRD from CbVd gave a rather different result: The
pKa’s of the [0S] and [0′H] cytosines were 6.5 and 6.3, re-
spectively (Fig. 4C). Indicating that in CbVd near neutrality,
on average one cytosine on either the S or the H-strand is
protonated, but not both. Thus, while the symmetry is dif-
ferent, our MD predictions imply that in the mSRD one of
the two cytosines is protonated. A possible reason for the
symmetry difference is presented below.

We probed the possibility of other protonated bases as
well, but did not find evidence of shifted pKa’s. For exam-
ple, pH-REMD did not switch to a protonated C in the pH

range of six to seven for either the bi-
furcated C cW C pair of PSTVd or
ASSVd’s level –2 C cW G.

Communication propensity
indicates stable SRDs and mSRDs
have been found

MD trajectories were further assess-
ed using communication propensity
(CProp) (Chennubhotla and Bahar
2007). CProp is the variance in dis-
tance between pairs of atoms and it
hasbeen shown that theseequilibrium
fluctuations directly reflect the mean
number of steps needed to send and
receive information between resi-
dues. CProp reflects the stability of a
nucleic acid structure, as stable do-
mains should be tightly packed and,
therefore, residues will move in uni-
son, giving a low variance in the dis-
tance between any pairs of atoms in
the domain. Thus, the lower the
CProp value, the better the communi-
cation, and by inference stability. We
use the glycosidic nitrogen as the
representative atom of each nucleo-
tide. Our modeling indicates A-form
RNA stacked bases have a CProp of
<0.2 Å2, and canonically base paired
residues have values <0.1 Å2. CProps
with other nucleotides greater than
1Å2 indicate considerable localmotion
and lack of a distinct local structure.

CProp values are presented as a two-dimensional heat
map with the sequence along the diagonal and the
domain position number repeated along each edge (Fig.
5). The S-strand is followed by the H-strand; a black line
separates these. Each grid intersection above the diagonal
gives the CProps as the variance in glycosidic nitrogen dis-
tances for that nucleotide couple. Such heat maps are
dominated by the contact map. For helices, there are
low CProp values immediately above the sequence diago-
nal, indicating stacking, and another line of low values per-
pendicular to the diagonal indicating base-pairing. The
details of additional interactions are in the off-diagonal ar-
eas. The area of a heat map below the diagonal presents
the difference map created by subtracting PSTVd CProps
from the CProps of the model presented above the diag-
onal. PSTVd will be used for comparison analysis, as this
motif has the most experimental evidence for its proposed
structure (Zhong et al. 2008; Steger and Riesner 2018).

Figure 5 shows CProps for the PSTVd SRD and the HSVd
mSRD. In the PSTVd map, the upper left to lower right
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FIGURE 4. pH-REMD indicates that themSRD structure perturbs the pKa’s of C[0S] andC[0′H].
(A) A control calculation on the trinucleotide UpCpU. The relative frequencies of acceptance of
the protonated cytosine (yellow circles) and unprotonated form (green circle) are shown as a
function of pH. The yellow and green curves give the pH dependence of the relative concen-
trations of the acid and base forms expected when the pKa is 4.2. (B) Low and high pH runs for
the HSVd mSRD. Both C[0S] (circles: yellow, protonated; green, unprotonated) and C[0′H]
(diamonds: red, protonated; blue, unprotonated) were made dissociable. The yellow and
green lines give the pH dependence of the acid and base forms for pKa 9.8, while the red
and blue lines give the pH dependence for pKa 2.5. (C ) The const pH-REMD exchange fre-
quency versus pH for the mSRD of CbVd. The shape and color scheme are the same as part
B. The red/blue and yellow/green pairs of lines are for pKa’s 6.3 and 6.4, respectively.
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diagonal, showing the stacked bases, is interrupted by the
extrahelical C[0X] because this base does not stack or pair
with any of the bases. The diagonal from the center to the
upper right (boxed with orange) shows base pairs and
ncbps, which have CProp values comparable to the
stacked bases, with the exception of the cytosines paired
at the –3 level. The base pair with the best communication
overall is A tHS G [1S∼1′H]. The map for HSVd shows that
in general there is much more communication in this
domain. There is no analog of the extrahelical C[0X]; the
G at [0X] stacks and pairs as well as the other nucleosides
of the motif. The area below the diagonal presents the dif-
ference map with PSTVd CProps.
An extension of CProp is long-range communication

propensity (LRCProp) (Morra et al. 2009), which counts

the number of atom pairs that have a CProp below a com-
munication threshold andare separatedbymore than adis-
tance threshold. Higher LRCProp values indicate more
long-range communication. For glycosidic nitrogens in
RNA, we use thresholds of 1.0 Å2 for communication and
11.2 Å for distance (the separation of these nitrogens in a
wide base pair). Using these thresholds, in A-form RNA al-
most all nucleotides have LRCProps with two or three other
nucleotides. LRCProps are less common within the SRD;
their instances are indicated as cells in the heat maps with
red, purple or blue borders. In most cases, a path of low
CProp values can be traced between residues showing
LRCProp. However, it is possible for a path to have a step
with a higher CProp value because the maps with only
one atom for each residue are incomplete. The sugar,

FIGURE 5. Communication propensities of PSTVd’s SRD and HSVd’s mSRD. The upper right triangle of each heat map gives the CProps of
frames in the largest cluster from a 500 nsec MD trajectory for each domain. Squares are colored following the upper color key. Each grid has
entries for all positions found in the two viroids. Since each has a nucleotide not present in the other, the squares of the row or column contain
“na” for not applicable. Squares for paired bases are designated with an orange border. The upper rightmaps also present long-range commu-
nication propensities using colored borders as indicated by the colored rectangles in the key. These are given for LRCProps found in the domain
core (small squares in sequence keys) and for the rest of the domain (large squares). The core LRCProp that is shared by all domains investigated
has a navy-blue border. For clarity, the LRCProp data is also presented in the lower left triangle of the PSTVd map. The lower left triangle of the
HSVd map presents a difference map, PSTVd subtracted from HSVd. If either PSTVd or HSVd has no nucleotide at a position, the square is
marked “na.”
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phosphate, and base of a nucleotide may have different
CProp values and the value for the glycosidic nitrogen
is only one of multiple communication paths. Figure
S-CProp and Table S-CProp in the Supplemental Material
present maps and values for all 11
models.

Every motif modeled has a shared
LRCProp between 1′H and -2S, which
extends all the way across the motif.
This may explain the stability of these
motifs. Some LRCProps are unique to
groups of models. For example,
Apscaviroids show long-range com-
munication between 0X cytosine and
nucleotides at −2S and 0′H.

Plasticity of the SRD and mSRD
RNA

All of the models except CVdV show
considerable plasticity as reflected by
higher CProp values for touching nu-
cleotides compared to A-form RNA,
multiple clusters observed for most
models, and changes in base geome-
try as reported by RNAView (Yang
et al. 2003) or DSSR (Hanson and Lu
2017). The U∼A handle, while con-
served in all Pospiviroids, is quite dy-
namic. Figure 6A shows this pair in
CEVd. The center image is the cen-
troid of the largest cluster with a stan-
dard U tWH A. In the right frame, the
Uhaspulledaway fromtheAand rotat-
ed itsWedgeawaysuch that its Sedge
now faces the H edge of the A. In the
left image, the tilt has decreasedwhile
the buckle has increased, but the S–H
interaction is retained. HSVd displays
an example of stacking taking priority
over pairing. In Figure 6B, C[–1S] and
A[–1′H] are paired and stacked on the
bases below them. They can come
apart and preserve this stacking (Fig.
6B, left), or they can separate and the
A moves to stack with the base above
it. The transition from one stack to an-
other is rapid; this can be seen in the
Supplemental Movie provided in the
Supplemental Information.

Figure 6 also presents time courses
of distances or angles indicative of the
base rearrangements discussed.
These show regular exchange be-

tween these conformations, indicative of different states
in equilibrium.

These models also indicate that the bottom portion of
the S-turn is tolerant of many different geometries for

A

B

FIGURE 6. Examples of the plasticity of the SRD andmSRD domains of viroids. Conformation
information from two MD trajectories is presented. Images show bases connected to a P-C4′

backbonewith pseudobonds fromeachC4′ to its glycosidic nitrogen. Carbons andphosphates
areNDBbase color coded (A red; C yellow; G green; U cyan). Each view has the S-strand on the
left and the H-strand on the right. Numbers to the right indicate the domain position level.
Depth cueing fades the back of each structure. Each domain sequence is given to the right
of the plots. The black bases are those depicted in the images. The central image shows the
centroid from the largest cluster. Examples of different conformations are to the left and right.
The plots show the variation of distances and angles over the course of the 500 nsecMD trajec-
tory. Theblack arrows indicate the frames shown in the images. (A) TheU∼AhandleofCEVdhas
different geometries. A[0′H] and A[1S] have extensive cross-stacking which remains constant
throughout the trajectory. In contrast, the U moves. In the principle conformation, its W edge
makes one or two hydrogen bonds to the H edge of A[0′H]. However, the U can rotate its S
edge toward the A, requiring bridging waters (not shown) rather than direct hydrogen bonds
to interact with the A. This separation and rotation can be monitored with the U[0S]O4 to A
[0′H]N7 distance (purple dashed line). This distance is plotted below the images. The stacking
also changes. In the centroid, A[0′H] stacks on both A[–1′H] and A[–1S]. In the left-side confor-
mation, A[0′H] stackspredominantlyonA[–1′H], while in the right-side conformation it stacks on
A[–1S]. (B) The wobbled A-C pair at position –1 of HSVd has different geometries. C[–1S]∼A
[–1′H] of the centroid has a typical cis W interaction that makes two hydrogen bonds. The A
does not stack well the bases above or below it. This pair often separates. The adenine will
then stack with A[–2′H] (left) or with C[–1S] (right). This motion can be monitored via the angle
A[–1′H] makes with A[–2′H] as determined from vectors normal to each base’s six-membered
ring (orange arrows). This angle is presented in the plot below the images.
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base interaction. The bottom of the S-curve supports ca-
nonical and noncanonical cW pairs, as well as tSH pairs.
This could be because stacking seems more important
than pairing, as evidenced by partners separating and los-
ing their direct hydrogen bonding, but by maintaining
stacking with the bases above and below in tandem or
sequentially, as described for HSVd above. This applies
to both the SRD and mSRD structures and is supported
by the consistent LRCProp between 1′H and –2S.

Descriptions of the models for each genus
of the Pospiviroidae family

Pospiviroids

Five models cover the ten members of the Pospiviroid ge-
nus: PSTVd, CEVd, Mexican papita viroid (MPVd), and to-
mato chlorotic dwarf viroid (TCDVd) all have a PSTVd-like
internal loop. CLVd has a HSVd-like internal loop and will
be discussed with HSVd. Hop latent viroid (HLVd) is in
the Cocadviroid genus, but because of the similarity of
its internal loop to the Pospiviroids, it will be included
here. As described above, the upper block is very similar
to the standard SRD built upon a C∼U∼A triplet whose C
rarely associates with any of the other residues in the
domain. Each lower block has A tHH A at the –1 position
and (U or A) tSH A at the –2 position. All four lower blocks
are extended with an extra cWW ncbp at the –3 position,
which is either wobbled or uses bifurcated hydrogen
bonding. The distinction of the upper block from the lower
one is shown in part by the generally poor CProp, for ex-
ample, U of the U∼A handle of both PSTVd and TCDVd
has a CProp greater than one with all nucleotides in the
H-strand lower block.
In all four Pospiviroidmodels, the S- and H-strands have

extensive stacking (Fig. 7, PSTVd). The most prominent
stack extends from the −3′H or −2′H
up into the A-form RNA starting at
the 1SA position. The stacked bases
switch from the H-strand to the S-
strand where A[0′H] cross-stacks with
the A[1S]. This is the hallmark cross-
stack of an SRD. The other prominent
stack is made by bases –1S through –

1SA and can continue in the A-form
RNA below the domain. A[1S] is part
of both stacks; thus, it serves as a junc-
tion, creating the curve-shaped struc-
ture seen in Figure 6 for PSTVd.
ASSVd has a similar λ stack (Fig. 7,
ASSVd).
Among all of the viroids in this

group, each of these stacks contains
a base from the –3 position. Although
designated cWW, these two bases

often do not interact with each other. The stacking is
strong enough to separate the pairing edges such that
they hydrogen bond with water rather than each other.
pH-REMD analysis indicated that in PSTVd, neither of
these cytosines has a perturbed pKa; thus, no protonation
is expected for this C∼C pair.
The bifurcated C[–3S] cW C[–3′H] pair of PSTVd has nu-

merous geometries. There is only direct hydrogen bond-
ing between these bases in 70.6% of the trajectory
frames. In the frames with no direct hydrogen bonding,
water generally bridges interaction between the cytosines,
which can be separated up to 10 Å. This separation is not
affected by the hydrogen bonding status of the U tSH A
immediately above these C’s. When the C’s separate,
each base remains associated with its stacked base col-
umn. One hydrogen bond is observed in 33.6% of the
frames, most often N3 of C[–3S] bound to N4 of C[–3′H].
The remaining are bifurcated hydrogen bonds in which
both hydrogens of N4 of C[–3′H] interact with its partner’s
N3 or only one hydrogen on N4 of C[–3′H] interacts with
both O2 and N3 of C[–3S].
The internal loops of the other Pospiviroids, CEVd and

HLVd, each have a nucleotide change at both the –2 and
–3 levels. These changes make these domains less dynam-
ic, as indicated by lower CProps in both the upper and low-
er blocks for these two viroids and by the tenacity of
hydrogen bonds between partners.

Cocadviroids

This genus is unusual in that each of its four members has a
different internal loop sequence. These loops vary in size
due to deletions or insertions in the lower block.
Coconut tinangaja viroid (CTiVd) has the same internal
loop as CEVd, which is the same size as PSTVd’s loop
and was described with the Pospiviroids. CBCVd lacks

FIGURE 7. Base stacking in the SRD-like domains. The centroids from the largest cluster for
ASSVd, PSTVd, HSVd, and CbVd are shown. Bases analogous to ten bases in the λ stack of
PSTVd are shown as 90% van der Waals radii space-filling atoms [1′HA or 2′H, 1′H, 0S, 0′H,
–1S,–1′H, –2 s,–2′H, –1′HA or –3S]. Partner bases not included in the λ stack and an additional
A-form base pair above and below have been included to provide context. These are shown in
stick mode. The models are aligned by the levels described in Figure 1 and labeled on the
right. The backbone is indicated using P-C4′ pseudobonds. The base carbon colors match
the backbone, which is specific to each viroid. Glycosidic nitrogens are navy blue; all other at-
oms have CPK coloring in all models.
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one ncbp, while coconut cadang-cadang viroid (CCCVd)
has an extra ncbp in the lower block. With the exception
of CBCVd, all Cocadviroids have one or two bifurcated
base pairs at the lower block transition to A-form RNA.
There is no indication that the canonical base pairs of
CBCVd have a nonstandard geometry. These changes in
the lower block of the Cocadviroids influence the dynam-
ics of the motif as indicated by their CProp values, but they
do not alter the shape of the S-turn. The extent of that turn
is the same for all of these sequences.

Apscaviroids

This genus has two internal loop sequences: the ASSVd
loop, shared by nine viroids, and citrus viroid V (CVdV),
the only member of its group. These loops are short with
only four or five ncbps in three or four levels. As with the
Cocadviroids, the extent of the S-turn is not reduced.
The Apscaviroid SRD motifs have greater stabilities than
the other models in the PSTVd group as indicated by
only two clusters representing >94% of the conformations
and the low CProp values. Figure 7 shows that this stability
ismost likely a consequence of extensive stacking. A similar
long stack described for the Pospiviroids is seen, except
that A[1S] does not contribute to both stacks, it only resides
in the long stack. It isG[1SA] that participates in the twopar-
allel stacks, raising the junction point one level. TheG[-2′H]
is an A in the Pospiviroids andCocadviroids; this maybe re-
sponsible for this change and the added stability.

Hostuviroids and coleviroids

Five viroids have internal loops with the HSVd-like se-
quence: CLVd has the same loop sequence as HSVd, while
the three Coleviroids share a sequence that differs from
HSVd at four residues. We have proposed the mSRD for
these, which despite extensive sequence differences has
a backbone trace remarkably similar to the SRD of the
PSTVd-like group (Fig. 3C). The upper block of this
mSRD has an additional tHS ncbp at the 2 level. We
have observed other instances where the terminal tHS
ncbp of a domain can repeat. [See RNA 3D Motif Atlas
(Petrov et al. 2013) entries IL_64611.1 and IL_66584.1
and IL_06300.1 and IL_05062.1]. In HSVd these ncbps dif-
fer from those in the PSTVd-like group in that they can sep-
arate, losing one or more hydrogen bonds; however, as in
the PSTVd-like case, they maintain strong stacking that
continues into the A-form RNA. In CbVd the level 1 and
2 pairs both are A tHS G and follow the PSTVd group
with good hydrogen bonding and stacking. In both cases,
these stacking interactions produce a series of low CProp
values, supporting a tight stack with correlated move-
ments of its component bases.

Both genera use a G∼C∼C triplet for the base of the top
block. For HSVd, the C[0S] is protonated, while for CbVd

either C[0S] or C[0′H] is protonated. In both, the C at 0′H
is syn; the χ values are around 40° and 60° for HSVd and
CbVd. These values are on the boundary of intermediate
syn and full syn, as defined by Sokoloski et al. (2011).
This allows any of C[0′H] N3, O2, as well as O4′ to
hydrogen bond or interact with the protonated N and
N4 of C+ [0S] (Figs. 3B, 8). The combination of protonation
and a syn glycosidic bond allows for an extensive network
of hydrogen bonds and dipole interactions described be-
low (Fig. 8).

Clustering of the HSVd trajectory showed that C+ [0S]
can stack on either A[-1′H] (first and third cluster; Fig. 6B,
centroid) or C[-1S] (second and fourth cluster; Fig. 6B, con-
formations 1 and 2). This resulted in the first and last half of
the main production run having significantly different
CProp values for C+ . There were several transitions be-
tween these conformations, instances with C+ [0S] on A
[–1′H] clearly dominated, indicating this arrangement is
slightly more stable.

The base triplet conformations are different in the HSVd
and CbVdmodels. HSVd has a high positive buckle at both
base-edge interactions, while the cytosines of the CbVd
triplet are nearly coplanar, and the G[0X] is parallel but
staggered down from the cytosine pair so that it can inter-
act with the 2′ OH of G[1′H]. In HSVd, there is a dipole-
dipole interaction or possible weak hydrogen bond be-
tween N2 of G[0X] and an H on N4 of C+ [0S]. This interac-
tion cannot form when the bases are coplanar as in CbVd
(Fig. 8, bottom right). The buckled triplet of HSVd creates a
basket in which G[1′H] resides, separating it from its part-
ner, G[1S] (Fig. 8). Unlike the extrahelical C of the PSTVd-
like group triplet, G[0X] of both HSVd and CbVd is an inte-
gral part of the stacked bases of the top block, making a
cross-strand stack with G[1′H], but not stacking with any
bases below it (Figs. 7, 8). This cross-stack involves the bas-
es complementary to the cross-stacked bases in a standard
SRD ([1S] stacking with [0′H], PSTVd in Fig. 3C). In the
mSRD, it is C[0′H] of the triplet that has onlymarginal stack-
ing with other bases of the domain.

We explored the properties of the HSVd mSRD triplet
that stabilized the motif and favored protonation of C[0S]
over C[0′H]. Protonation of cytosine’s N3 makes three ar-
eas more positive or less negative: the N3-H3 group itself,
the glycosidic nitrogen (N1) and the adjacent carbonyl (C2-
O2), and the N4 amino group along with the adjacent C5-
H5 (Fig. 9A). Starting with a representative frame of C+
HSVd, we altered the charges on C[0S] as follows: (i) a con-
trol with the full charge (C+; Fig. 9B); (ii) fully unprotonated
(Fig. 9C); (iii) C+ with the glycosidic nitrogen and the ke-
tone reverted to the unprotonated charges (Fig. 9D); (iv)
C+ with N3 and H3 reverted to the unprotonated charges
(Fig. 9E); and (v) C+ with the C4 and its amine reverted
to their unprotonated charges (Fig. 9F). Each case was ob-
served in 200 nsec of MD simulation. The fractional charge
on the cytosine does not affect AMBER’s production of
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trajectories. CProps were calculated from these runs (Fig.
9C–F, upper right triangles) and compared to the control
by subtracting those values to give the difference CProps
in the lower left triangle.
The consequence of complete reversion to neutral cyto-

sine is that C[0′H] loses communication with all other resi-
dues, as C[0′H] and C[0S] no longer form a stable ncbp.
The trajectory shows that they lose interaction shortly after
the trajectory starts, which allows C[0′H] to rotate into the
anticonformationandfalloutof thehelix.Othernucleotides
in theH-strand distort and becomedisplaced as evidenced
by the column of poor communication (blue difference
CProps in the [1S] column and the [-1′H] and [-2′H] rows).

Reversion of the glycosidic N1 and
ketone charges of C[0S] resulted in
the greatest disruption. The CProps
(Fig. 9E) show that the bases with
which C[0S] stacks, [1S] and A[–1′H],
lose communication with it. Also,
unique to this scenario, G[0X] loses
communication with the rest of the
helix. The result was that both C[0S]
and G[0X] fell out of the motif, desta-
bilizing it. Note that the keto group
does not participate in direct hydro-
gen bonds with other parts of the mo-
tif. There are more subtle interactions
not revealed with a hydrogen bond or
water that may mediate a key interac-
tion. Alternatively, the changes in
charge distribution disrupt the partial
charge interaction that contributes to
strong stacking (Calladine et al.
2004). Reversion of N3 to its unproto-
nated charge and giving H3 no char-
ge, maintains the same charge on
the Watson edge, but on different at-
oms. This change caused C[0′H] to fall
out of the triplet allowing it to interact
with the residues in the upper block.
C[0′H] then flipped to the anti confor-
mation allowing it to interact with
G[1S], causing the motif to destabi-
lize. The reversion of the charges
around the amino group (N4/C5)
was the smallest change (a loss of
0.173 charge). This resulted in a lack
of interactions of C[0S] and G[1S]
with most of the lower block. Thus,
all three locations that pick up the
positive charge from protonation
make critical interactions that keep
the motif stable. C[0′H] does not
have such a network of interactions,
and thus its protonation will not have

the same effect. In CbVd, the C[0S]∼C[0′H] is nearly planar
and hencemore symmetric. A combination of these effects
may contribute to the preference of protonating C[0S] in
HSVd, while either cytosine may be protonated in CbVd.
Cross-stacking in the SRD in PSTVd and the 5S rRNA

have been assessed by UV cross-linking. Branch et al.
(1985) showed that in PSTVd U[0S] cross-links to G[1H].
Interestingly, CDVd (formerly CVdIII) is resistant to cross-
linking, and substitution of PSTVd’ A[–1S] to G, in accor-
dance with the CDVd sequence, abolishes its cross-linking
(Owens and Baumstark 2007). Thus, nucleotides that are
not cross-linked influence cross-linking. Our MD simula-
tions for PSTVd, CDVd, and PSTVd with A[–1S] changed

FIGURE 8. Interactions of the protonated cytosine in the triplets of HSVd and CbVd mSRD.
(Top) Sequence schematics for the mSRDs. (Middle) Side view of the bases of the upper blocks
of themSRDdomains. This view is from the back, theH-strand is in front, 5′–3′ is from the upper
right to the lower left. The bases in the triplet are in ball and stick representation. Carbons have
NDB colors; pseudobonds from C4′ to the glycosidic nitrogen are coral. (Bottom) View of the
triplets showing interaction within the triplet and with G[1′H]. Bases of the triplet are ball and
stick, the backbone and G[1′H] are wire frame. Potential hydrogen bonds are purple dashed
lines. Not all of these will be present simultaneously. Note that because of the extreme buck-
ling of C[0′H] in HSVd, the only hydrogen bonding it can have with C[0S] is a bifurcated inter-
action of the protonated H3 with N3 and O2 of C[0′H].
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to G showed no prognostic such as a change in stacking
overlap area of the bases that cross-link (data not shown).
Consequently, we cannot predict which of these SRDs
and mSRDs should show UV cross-linking.

Conclusion

The results from the in silico work show that every viroid in
the Pospiviroidae family has a sequence in its CCR that is
capable of forming an asymmetric internal loop that is geo-
metrically similar to PSTVd’s SRD. All share the distinctive
S-curve and helical strands of the SRD. They fall into two
general geometric families. One, which includes PSTVd,
has variants closely resembling the standard SRD geome-
try as represented by the 5S rRNA SRD. The variations are
limited to particular ncbps; they conserve the shape of the
ncbp but may change its geometric class. The other struc-
ture, the mSRD, is significantly different in its internal struc-
ture, with different geometry at the triplet or 0 level and

the ncbp below it (−1 level). The MD trajectories of mem-
bers of each geometric family show arrays of interactions
that keep the motif stable, including cross-stacking of bas-
es in the triplet. These motifs share LRCProps, including
one that is common to all 11 that demonstrate the stability
of the full motif. However, there are unique interactions
found within each motif that may give each species of vi-
roids unique biochemical properties. Similar long-range
communication involving a protonated cytosine has been
proposed in the hepatitis D ribozyme (Veeraraghavan
et al. 2010).

This conclusion rests strongly on the reliability of MD;
many investigators have shown that there are still some
shortcomings in the force field for RNA (Šponer et al.
2018). They saw unusual conformations accumulate in
long runs. However, other cases have shown thatMD clear-
ly predicts unexpected structures, such as the unusual
structure of the internal loop GAGU studied in the
Mathews and Turner labs (Spasic et al. 2018). The long

FIGURE 9. Dissection of the role of charged regions of cytosine in the HSVdmSRD. (A) Charge distribution on atoms of cytosine and protonated
cytosine used in the AMBER force field for MD. ΔC presents the charge difference of protonated minus neutral cytosine. The color keys for the
heat maps for CProps and CProp differences are presented as well as the secondary structure schematic for the HSVdmSRD. (B) Heat maps of the
CProps for the HSVdmSRD with protonated cytosine from the 500 nsec run (Fig. 5) prior to clustering (lower left) and the 200-nsec control for this
experiment (upper right). (C–F, upper right) Heat maps for CProps for the mSRD for various sets of charges. (Bottom left) The difference map in
which the CProps 200-nsec run from the standard protonated cytosine (panel B, upper right) were subtracted from the values above the diagonal.
(C ) CProps for the mSRD with no cytosine protonated. (D) For this run, the charges of the glycosidic nitrogen (N1) and C2–O2 ketone were set to
those of unprotonated cytosine. All other atoms had the charges for protonated cytosine. This produces a base with a fractional charge that is not
compensated elsewhere. (E) The charge on N3 was that for unprotonated cytosine; H3 has 0 charge. (F ) The charges on C4 and its amino group
were set to unprotonated cytosine.
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time courses sought to explore a global minimum, which
we are not doing. It is widely accepted that access of viroid
RNA to the cellular endonuclease or ligase during process-
ing is controlled by pleomorphic structures in the CCR.
Thus, our structures may not represent a global minimum
in the conditions used. Our models stayed in conforma-
tions that could all be related to the standard SRD. We
did see conformational plasticity andmany of these variant
conformations are visited repeatedly during trajectories,
supporting their designation as a family of conformations
in a local minimum. Furthermore, we saw on numerous oc-
casions that incorrect structures gave unstable trajectories
in which one or more bases fell out of the helix, as ex-
plained in the presentation of varying the charges on pro-
tonated C[0S]. Each sequence was able to maintain a
stable conformation for at least 500 nsec.
We present chemical consistency in these models. The

mSRD required protonation of one cytosine in a C∼C
pair. This is extraordinary because cytosine normally has
a pKa of 4.2. Through the use of pH-REMD, we show that
this structure perturbs the pKa’s of the cytosines in ques-
tion. In the case of HSVd, one cytosine is strongly shifted
and always protonated. For CbVd, the structure perturbs
the pKa’s of both cytosine to near neutrality. Therefore,
one of these will likely be protonated in neutral cytoplasm
of plants. This pair also requited a syn glycosidic bond.
This arrangement was stable in our structures. However,
when these structures were perturbed, such as by charge
changes or protonation of the cytosine, the glycosidic
bond quickly reverted to anti.
The evidence for a structure with a conserved shape in

the CCR has important implications for the asymmetric roll-
ing circle model of replication of the Pospiviroidae. Where
known, the CCR is the location of cleavage and ligation. It
seems reasonable that related viroids would be using relat-
ed host functions for these essential processes; hence, we
must continue to learn more about potentially shared func-
tions and learn how they are used to coerce the host into
replicating viroid RNA. Some lncRNAs, like viroids, may
not have high structural conservation, but do have large-
scale shape conservation that maintains similar functions
in related species. Therefore, care must be taken in
dismissing the possibility that an RNA lacks a specific
functionality.
PSTVd replication requires an alternative form of tran-

scription factor TFIIIA, TFIIIA-7ZF, to complex RNA pol II
so that it will transcribe PSTVd RNA. Ribosomal protein
L5 (RPL5) regulates splicing of TFIIIA mRNA by inhibiting
the pathway that produces of TFIIIA-7ZF. PSTVd binds
RPL5 using the SRD of the CCR of PSTVd, as the mutation
of the SRD eliminates binding (Jiang et al. 2018). PSTVd
binding RPL5 prevents inhibition of TFIIIA-7ZF production
(DissanayakaMudiyanselage et al. 2018; Jiang et al. 2018).
HSVd has been shown to have a similar interaction of RPL5
(Wang and Ding 2010). With the current demonstration

that HSVd is likely to have a similarly shapedmotif, it is like-
ly that RPL5 binds the mSRD of HSVd. Further studies are
needed to show if other viroids have similar interactions.
The discovery that viroids directly interact with ribosomal
proteins introduces the potential of new biochemical path-
ways previously unseen. While both PSTVd and HSVd
show interactions to exclusively RPL5, there is still a possi-
bility that viroids interact with other ribosomal proteins
(Zhou et al. 2015; Xie et al. 2018).
This in silico work provides approximations of these

structures, other methods must be utilized to validate
these structures. Further work into the structure of viroids
and SRD mimic in mRNA is required to show that these
structures are valid and functional. These predictions and
other research previously explained imply that structural
mimics are more common in RNAs than thought and
may have a very broad array of functions in biochemical
pathways.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Description of the SRD and the numbering scheme
used in this paper

We have adopted the 5S rRNA SRD (PDB 1S72 [Klein et al. 2004])
as standard for the domain (Fig. 1B,C). It has five ncbps, which we
describe here using the nomenclature of Leontis and Westhof
(Leontis and Westhof 2001). The overall structure has an S-turn
(the S-strand, Fig. 1B,C), while its partner follows a more normal
helical path (the H-strand). In the standard view, the S-strand
goes up in the 5′–3′ direction and is presented on the left in the
secondary structure depiction (Fig. 1C). At its core, an SRD has
a base triplet containing a “U∼A handle” (Jaeger et al. 2009), in
which the W edge of U interacts with the H edge of A such that
their glycosidic bonds are trans, a U tWH A interaction. The third
base of this triplet is an extrahelical (bulged) G, whose S edge in-
teracts with the H edge of U in a cis arrangement, G cSH U. This
triplet is stacked on a trans-Hoogsteen-Hoogsteen ncbp (tHH),
typically a pair of adenines. The local geometry of the U∼A handle
gives the backbone an antiparallel orientation, while the G cSH U
and A tHH A pairs produce a parallel local backbone orientation.
The base pairs above and below this core all have A-like antipar-
allel backbones. This combination creates the distinctive S-turn
structure (Correll et al. 1999; Duarte et al. 2003).
The outer ncbps of the motif serve to transition the SRD’s core

to the surrounding A-form RNA. The top transition strictly uses a
tSH ncbp. The bottom transition can use this pair as well.
However, this boundary has more variability, often utilizing addi-
tional ncbps, which may end in an cWW pair to make the transi-
tion. The motif is characterized by extensive stacking, but not
always with intra-strand neighbors. One such feature is the
cross-strand stacking of the A’s from the U∼A handle and the up-
per tSH pair. Additional base-backbone interactions further stabi-
lize this motif (Lu et al. 2010).
The nucleotides of an SRD create a geometric pattern that al-

lows for many isosteric substitutions (Leontis et al. 2002). Thus,
many different RNA sequences fold into this structure. In order
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to guide comparisons of domains with different sequences, as
well as with insertions and deletions, wepresent a structure-based
numbering system (Fig. 1C). Nucleotides in the S-turn and helical
strands are designated with an “S” or “H” suffix, respectively. S-
strand nucleotides are numbered 5′–3′, while nucleotides in the
H-strand use the same number as their S-strand partner and are
given a prime to indicate the 3′–5′ numbering. The extrahelical
base has an X suffix. The triplet is the 0 level. Nucleotides above
it are positive, nucleotides below it are negative. Thus, the triplet
is designated 0X∼0S∼0′H and the tHH pair below it –1S∼–1′H.
Noncanonical pairs above and below the triplet get larger posi-
tive and negative numbers. Canonical A-form bases get an A suf-
fix. The first canonical pair above the motif is 1SA∼1′HA; the first
below is –1SA∼–1′HA. The base pair step between the 0 and –1
levels splits the domain into upper and lower blocks. There are
SRD-like junctions, in which an insertion or a switch to a different
chain occurs at the 0X/–1S step of the S-like strand. For number-
ing these, bases not in the SRD helix have a X suffix. The number-
ing of bases connecting to 0S starts with 0X and continues
positive; bases connecting to –1S get negative numbers.

Determining sequences in the CCR, predicting
secondary structure of viroids, and predicting
tertiary structure

Minicircles containing the CCR of each viroid were created as fol-
lows. Sequences of the wild-type viroids were obtained from
NCBI Entrez Molecular Sequence Database (https://www.ncbi
.nlm.nih.gov/Web/Search/entrezfs.html; sequences and ID num-
bers are presented in Supplemental Table S1). These sequences
were aligned using the ClustalW output of MUSCLE (Edgar 2004).
Themost conserved sequences agreedwith the CCRs recognized
by others (Di Serio et al. 2014) and were divided into upper
(UCCR) and lower CCR (LCCR) strands. Thesewere roughly paired
by complementarity and additional viroid sequence included to
make the ends blunt. GC rich hairpins were added to these
ends in order to create circles that fold into rods. Each sequence
was submitted to RNAfold (Mathews et al. 2004; Hofacker and
Stadler 2006) at ViennaRNA (Lorenz et al. 2011) to produce sec-
ondary structure predictions of the CCR for every classified viroid
in the Pospiviroidae family.

The secondary structure predictions were analyzed for poten-
tial asymmetric loops in positions similar to PSTVd’s SRD. Only
unique motif sequences were used; thus, eleven different candi-
dates for SRD-like motifs were created. Each internal RNA loop
sequence was compared to the SRD in the 5S RNA of the H. mar-
ismortui large ribosomal subunit (PDB ID 1S72; nucleotides 76–
80 and 102–105). The RNA structure search engine FR3D
(Sarver et al. 2008) was used to find ncbps with the viroid se-
quence and a similar geometry to the SRD. The initial models
were assembled in the molecular visualization and manipulation
program Chimera (Pettersen et al. 2004). Structures were manip-
ulated manually in Chimera to create phosphodiester bonds be-
tween residues and to minimize bad contacts. At least three
canonical base pairs were added to each end of the SRD to
hold the two strands of RNA together. The canonical base pairs
used were designed to prevent undesired interactions with the
SRD and do not need to follow the sequence of the viroid’s ca-
nonical base pairs. In some cases, a fourth canonical pair was add-

ed when fraying ends created unwanted interactions with other
nucleotides in the model.

In some cases, MD indicated unstable structures (see below),
and variations were made. These included varying geometry, try-
ing protonated bases, and rotating glycosidic bonds to the syn
conformation.

Molecular dynamics

The models were submitted to the AmberMD 14 package (Case
et al. 2014) using leap with the force field ff99bsc0_chiOL3. For
models that included a protonated cytosine (C+) parameters
from all_prot_nucleic10.lib and frcmod.protonated_nucleic were
used.

The models were solvated in a shell of TIP3PBOX explicit water
of ∼8.0 Å (Jorgensen et al. 1983). Each RNA solute was covered
with a shell 8 Å thick, and then potassium ions were added to neu-
tralize the charge (20–24 ions depending on the number of phos-
phates and protonated residues). K+ was used as it is the most
common cation in the cytoplasm and nucleoplasm; no divalent
ions were present. The model was solvated in a cuboid box to
produce models with 11,000 H20 residues, which ensured a min-
imumof 8 Å from the box surface to the RNA. Themodel was then
minimized for 2000 steps and then equilibrated under constant
pressure with 1 fsec time steps, using 30 kcal mol−1A−2 harmonic
potential on the ions and RNA in addition to NMR restraints on
heavy atoms that participate in the modeled base pairs. SHAKE
(Ryckaert et al. 1977) was used to constrain all covalent bonds
to hydrogens. The restraints were lowered over a course of 200
picosec to 10, 3, 1, 0.3, 0.1, 0.03, and 0.01 kcal mol−1A2 and
then restraints were completely removed. After equilibrating, pro-
duction simulations were run over 500 nsec with steps of 2 fsec,
at constant volume. Temperature was kept at 300 K with a
Langevin thermostat. During production runs, end fraying was re-
duced using an NMR restraint of 0.3 kcal mol−1A2 on the hydro-
gen-bonded heavy atoms of each terminal base pair. This weak
restraint is analogous to an extension of the A-form stems as
would occur in a larger biological RNA. For CBCVd fraying was
problematic, so the restraints were raised to 1.0 kcal mol−1 A2.
No other restraints were active during production runs.

Communication propensity and clustering

Stability of models was assessed using communication propensity
(Morra et al. 2009), a measure of the variance in the distance be-
tween two different atoms, which is a direct measure of signal
propagation (communication) between the two residues. The
lower the CProp, the higher the communication between the
two residues and the more stable the interactions. Glycosidic ni-
trogens were used as indicators for each nucleotide. Distances
between all pairs of glycosidic nitrogens were measured and av-
eraged using the AMBER CPPTRAJ module (Roe and Cheatham
2013). A PERL script calculated communication propensities be-
tween atom pairs i and j as:

CPropij = 1
Nframes

∑Nframes

k=1

(dij,k − 〈dij〉)2,

where Nframes is the number of trajectory frames used, dij,k is the
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distance between glycosidic nitrogens (N1 of pyrimidines and N9
of purines) of residues i and j in frame k, and <dij> is the average
distance separating these nitrogens in residues i and j. When an-
alyzing aggregates of CProp values, we report medians, as there
is no upper bound and exact value of outliers has no significance.
For the PSTVd-like group, the core is defined as levels –2 to 1,
without the highly mobile extrahelical base [0X]. This leaves out
the extended bottom of the domains in Pospiviroids and
Cocadviroids and includes the bottom boundary canonical pair
for Apscaviroids. For the HSVd-like group the same levels are
used (excludes the 2 level), but the 0X nucleotide is included.
Long-range CProps (LRCProps) (Morra et al. 2009) counts the
number of pairs which have an average distance longer than
any base pair (>11.2 Å), but has a CProp that signifies a stable
base pair (<1.0 Å2). Varying these thresholds does not change
the qualitative information relayed by LRCProp; the values we
use give a reasonable number of hits and relay the qualitative
properties of the domains well. High LRCProp counts indicate sta-
blemotifs wheremotion is correlated among several residues that
are not base-paired or stacked.

Average CProp values and number of LRCProps per nucleo-
tide for A-form RNAwere determined from a 250 nsec MD trajec-
tory of a 42 nucleotide RNA with the top strand sequence
CCGCGCUAUGAACCAGUAAAGGCGGGAGACACGAUUGCG
GCG. This RNA was constructed in Chimera and entered in leap
with 80 K+ ions and 51,823 waters and equilibrated as described
for the SRD RNAs, but only using end restraints.

Hierarchical centroid-linked clustering performed by cpptraj
was used to analyze common conformations of each trajectory
(Shao et al. 2007). The coordinates from the 500 nsec trajectory
were stripped to only the ring skeletons, sugar, and phosphate
without hydrogens. Ten clusters were produced with a sieve of
twenty. 3DNA (Lu and Olson 2008) and DSSR (Hanson and Lu
2017) were utilized to determine the motif’s nucleotide pairing
and interaction for each cluster.

pH-dependent replica exchange MD

pH-REMD (Itoh et al. 2011; Swails et al. 2014) was used to deter-
mine the pKa’s of the protonated cytosines in ASSVd, CbVd1,
HSVd, and PSTVd. pH-REMD uses explicit solvent MD and regu-
larly allows exchanges betweenmodels with different protonation
states. The Metropolis exchange criterion used energies from a
Generalized Born implicit solvent calculation. If an exchange is
made, the solute is immobilized briefly while the explicit water re-
arranges in response to the new charge arrangement. The pKa

was calculated from the populations of protonated and unproto-
nated cytosine using the Henderson-Hasselbach equation. pH-
REMD was performed for 1 nsec per replica using the parameters
of Swails et al. (2014). For the HSVd-like group, triplet C+ [0S] and
C+ [0′H] were set as titratable. We also looked for other proton-
ation by setting the following titratable: C[–2S] of ASSVd, as
well as C[–3S] and C[–3′H] of PSTVd.
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